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 For further information go to toia.co.uk or facebook.com/TOIA.co.uk

A pproaching thirty years since 
its foundation by Professor 
John Woodhouse in June 
1990, TOIA is honoured to 

host Ambassador Raffaele Trombetta, 
who will be in conversation with Lord 
Patten, Chancellor, and Sir Ivor Roberts, 
previously British Ambassador to Italy.

Italy’s Ambassador, Raffaele Trombetta 
arrived in London at the end of January 
2019. He admires the city’s “dynamism 
and unparalleled vibe,” which already 
characterised London when he was first 
here as Consul in the 1990s. “Now, however, 
it is truly global city,” he observes, “and 
there is a marked international presence 
in the commercial and cultural spheres. 
Furthermore, the number of Italians living 
in the UK has greatly increased.”

After studying Political Science, he 
forged a career enabling him to “work at 
the heart of political decision-making and 
promote the interests of [his] country. 
Diplomacy fitted all these criteria.” His first 
role at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs was in 
the Department dealing with Development 
Cooperation in 1985. He was then posted 
to Bogotá in 1987, where he mainly dealt 
with trade and commerce. In 1990, he was 
appointed as Consul in London for five years, 
and then became Chief of Staff, firstly for the 
Director General for Economic Affairs, and 
then the MFA Secretary General in 1997.

Postings followed in Brussels as 
Counsellor (1998), China as Deputy 
Head of Mission (2002), and in Rome as 
Deputy Director General for Asia, Oceania, 
the Pacific and the Antarctic (2008). 
Ambassador Trombetta subsequently 
served as Deputy Director General for the 
EU and Director General for Europe, before 
becoming Italy’s Ambassador to Brazil 
(2013-17), where cementing the strong 
commercial relationship between the two 
countries was at the heart of his agenda. 

Before coming to the UK, he was 
privileged to serve as Chief of the Foreign 
Minister’s Cabinet, and successively as the 

Prime Minister’s Personal Representative 
for the G7 and the G20. In the former role, 
Ambassador Trombetta enjoyed “managing 
and coordinating the Foreign Office’s different 
diplomatic activities to support the Minister 
in promoting proficient relations with Italy’s 
international counterparts.” The latter role 
involved “exchanging ideas with the leaders 
of the world’s most advanced economies. 
He notes: “I was humbled to represent my 
country at one of the world’s most important 
summits [G7] and, as of today, it remains 
one of the most memorable achievements of 
my career.” These experiences provided him 
“with first-hand appreciation of the global 
links that connect the world’s most advanced 
economies, and the common challenges that 
need to be addressed, like climate change, 
counterterrorism, security, etc. Although 
globalisation entails countless benefits, 
it also results in drawbacks, like growing 
levels of financial inequality, which must be 
addressed.” Today, Ambassador Trombetta 
draws from this experience “to better support 
Italian citizens and businesses operating in 
Great Britain as Brexit unfolds.”

The Ambassador will be in conversation 
with Lord Patten, Chancellor of the University 

of Oxford, and former Governor of Hong 
Kong, and Sir Ivor Roberts, retired British 
diplomat and former President of Trinity 
College, Oxford. Please note this event will 
begin with a drinks reception at 7.00 p.m.

IN CONVERSATION
HIS EXCELLENCY MR RAFFAELE TROMBETTA, THE AMBASSADOR OF ITALY TO THE UNITED KINGDOM,  
THE CHANCELLOR OF THE UNIVERSITY OF OXFORD, THE RT HON THE LORD PATTEN OF BARNES, AND SIR IVOR ROBERTS

i    Mordan Hall, St Hugh’s College,  
St Margaret’s Road, Oxford, 7.00 p.m. 
drinks reception, 7.30 p.m. conversation, 
on Monday, 2nd March. Entry: Members 
£2, non-members £5, students under  
30 free of charge. 
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Raffaele Trombetta

Lord Patten

http://www.toia.co.uk
https://www.facebook.com/TOIA.co.uk
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THE ARCHIPELAGO: ITALY SINCE 1945
A LECTURE BY HISTORIAN AND PROFESSOR JOHN FOOT

Italy emerged from the Second World 
War in ruins. Divided, invaded and 
economically broken, it was a nation 
that some claimed had ceased to 

exist. By the 1960s, Italy could boast the 
fastest-growing economy in the world, as 
rural society disappeared almost overnight. 

In The Archipelago, acclaimed historian 
John Foot chronicles Italy's tumultuous 
history from the post-war period to the 
present. From the silent assimilation of 
fascists into society after 1945 to the artistic 
peak of neorealist cinema, he examines 
both the corrupt and celebrated sides of the 
country. While often portrayed as a failed 
state on the margins of Europe, Italy has 
instead been at the centre of innovation 
and change – a political laboratory. This 
new history tells the fascinating story of 
a country always marked by scandal but 
with the constant ability to re-invent itself. 

Comprising original research and lively 
insights, The Archipelago and John Foot’s 
talk chronicle the crises and modernisations 
of over seventy years of post-war Italy, from 
its fields, factories, squares and housing 
estates to the political intrigue of Rome.

John Foot is Professor of Modern 
Italian History at the University of Bristol. 
He is the author of numerous books on 
Italian history and culture, including 
Calcio: A History of Italian Football 
(2006); Italy's Divided Memory (2009); 

The Man Who Closed the Asylums; Franco 
Basaglia and the Revolution in Mental 
Health Care (2015); and The Archipelago: 
Italy since 1945 (2018). John Foot is 
working on a Leverhulme Trust funded 

project (2018-2020) on fascism and 
everyday life in Italy with a focus on micro-
history and the impact of violence at a local 
and family level throughout the period of 
the regime.

Professor John Foot
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Review

The Archipelago: Italy Since 1945 by 
John Foot – sparkling chronicle of a 
nation divided

Italy’s pro-fascist King, Victor Emanuele III, 
abdicated in disgrace in the spring of 1946. 
Mussolini was dead – but not quite departed. 
Neo-fascists had stolen the dictator’s corpse 
from its grave in Milan: the unburied body 
became a potent symbol of totalitarian 
resurrection. On 2 June that year, Italians 
were asked to decide by referendum if they 
wanted to become a republic. A clamour of 
books, films and newspapers exhorted them 
to join the democratic world. Raised under 
fascism, many Italians had never seen a 
ballot box before. For the first time, Italian 
women were allowed to vote. Armoured 
cars stood outside the polling stations in 
anticipation of violence; there was none.

John Foot’s lively history of Italy 
since 1945, The Archipelago, describes 
how the referendum divided the nation 
grievously. The impoverished south 
remained monarchist; the prosperous 
north, republican. All across Italy at this 
time, Rita Hayworth’s raunchy hit Amado 
Mio (from the Hollywood blockbuster 
Gilda) boomed out from bars and cafes. In 
the north, the Hayworth anthem seemed to 
crystallise the republican spirit. The Duce 
and his cohorts had gone for good; the 
nationalist myopia of fascism was no more.

Needless to say, Italy is unrecognisable 
today from the nation that ousted the 
royal family in 1946. With high levels of 

political corruption and tax evasion, the 
nation-state is under immense strain. The 
triumph of Eurosceptic, anti-establishment 
politicians in Italy’s recent general election 
has spelled death for the old mass parties. 
The Christian Democrats, long tainted 
by nefarious business interests, no longer 
exist, while the Italian left has lost touch 
with the classe operaia. Not surprisingly, 
young Italians are wary of democracy. 
Non-parliamentary politics offer a “virile” 
alternative to the discredited dream of 
multiculturalism. The “anti-elite” animus 
now affecting much of the world has taken 
hold in Italy: increasingly, Italians speak 
of the fascist past as a romantic adventure 
that went wrong only when Mussolini allied 
himself with Hitler.

Foot’s book, the product of 20 years’ 
reading and teaching about Italy (he is 
professor of modern Italian history at Bristol 
University), unfolds in episodic fashion. 
Newspaper stories (The Duce’s Body) 
combine with court cases (The Battle Over 
Divorce), sporting events and biographies 
of Berlusconi, Craxi and other corrupted 
politicians to build a teeming picture. “Italy 
had never been an entirely mono-cultural or 
mono-ethnic country,” he writes. Albanians, 
Normans, Arabs, Greeks and Germanic 
langobardi (“long-beards”, later Lombards) 
have intermarried to form an indecipherable 
blend of Italic peoples. 

Today, Italians are weighed down by 
debts and doubts, as are all Europeans. 
The nation’s salvation will not come with 
the populist Five Star Movement or a sleek 
redeemer figure like Berlusconi, but with 
Italy’s many medium-sized firms and its 
surprisingly stable banking system. Italian 
capitalism has rarely been about “punters”; 
family-run firms and the local banks that 
support them thrive on budgetary stringency. 
The Archipelago, superbly researched, is the 
beginning of wisdom in these matters.

i    Mordan Hall, St Hugh’s College,  
St Margaret’s Road, Oxford, 7.30 p.m. 
drinks reception, 8.00 p.m. talk,  
on Thursday, 13th February.  
Entry: Members £2, non-members £5, 
students under 30 free of charge. 

 For further information go to toia.co.uk or facebook.com/TOIA.co.uk

What the critics say:

“It’s an astonishing achievement, 
and structurally so innovative: a 
pointillistic portrait of a complicated 
country as the title suggests. It 
captures the sweep of post-war 
Italian history but is so precise and 
detailed as well. The assembling of 
great stories, anecdotes, quotations 
and characters makes reading 
it effortless but also immensely 
rewarding” –  Tobias Jones 
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R ome: Eternal City is a sweeping 
story of the city of Rome, told 
through twenty-two moments that 

shaped its history. It was a Times History 
Book of the Year in 2018 and received rave 
reviews from other publications such as 
the Guardian. 

From Romulus and Remus to the films 
of Fellini, Rome has always exerted a hold 
on the world's imagination. Ferdinand 
Addis brings the city of Rome to life by 
concentrating on vivid episodes from its long 
and unimaginably rich history.

Each beautifully composed chapter 
is an evocative, self-contained narrative, 
whether it is the murder of Caesar; the near-
destruction of the city by the Gauls in 387 
BC; the construction of the Colosseum and 
the fate of the gladiators; Bernini's creation 
of the Baroque masterpiece that is St Peter's 
Basilica; the brutal crushing of republican 
dreams in 1849; the sinister degeneration of 
Mussolini's first state, or the magical, corrupt 
Rome of Fellini's La Dolce Vita.

This is an epic, kaleidoscopic history of a 
city indelibly associated with republicanism 
and dictatorship, Christian orthodoxy and 
its rivals, high art and low life in all its forms.

Ferdinand Addis read Classics at 
Worcester College, Oxford, before embarking 
on a career as a journalist and author. He 
is currently working on his second book of 
non-fiction, about Roman Britain. Ferdie 
lives in London with his wife and daughter.

ROME: ETERNAL CITY
A LECTURE BY AUTHOR AND JOURNALIST FERDINAND ADDIS

Ferdinand Addis

Anita Ekberg wades in the Trevi 
fountain in La Dolce Vita
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Review

Rome: Eternal City by Ferdinand Addis 
– myth, mess and magic

Edward Gibbon was famously inspired 
to embark on his history of the Roman 
empire when “musing amidst the ruins of 
the Capitol while the barefooted friars were 
singing vespers in the Temple of Jupiter”. 
But no ruins were visible in 1764: instead, 
the Capitol was capped by a tidy piazza 
designed by Michelangelo. Nor had the 
friars’ church ever been a Temple of Jupiter. 
As Ferdinand Addis concludes, we all see 
the Rome we want to see.

How to condense 3,000 years of the 
city’s history into 648 pages? Addis is not 
lacking in chutzpah. He first arrived in 
Rome as a teenager in “too-big jeans” and 
remembers picnicking in traffic fumes by 
the Baths of Caracalla. He presents himself 
as just another tourist and his project as 
a labour of love and curiosity rather than 
scholarly expertise. But this is an energetic 
attempt to bring Rome’s history alive 
through grand narrative; the florid flights 
and snappy paragraphs are underpinned by 
serious reading. In his final pages, he muses 
on just how many cities it contains: “A city 
of God? A city of sin? A city of power? A city 
of decay?” As a medieval ditty put it: “Rome 
contains everyone and everyone’s business.”

Addis’s chosen formula is to serve up 
selected highlights – Romulus and Remus, 
the Ides of March, the Borgias, the Sistine 
Chapel, Garibaldi and La Dolce Vita are all 
here – but to come at them from quirky angles. 
The Carthaginian wars with Hannibal are 
cleverly introduced via the jokes of Plautus’s 
comedy The Little Carthaginian, and the 
Augustan age is seen through the subversive 
eyes of Ovid the love poet, as he prowls in 
the new marble porticoes. Every chapter 
starts with an atmospheric mise en scène, as 
if leading up to the book’s finale – the golden 
age of 20th-century Roman cinema. […]

As he moves through the centuries, 
Addis casts a keen eye over not just the big 
figures of history but also its crowds, mess 
and detritus. His focus is as much on the 
sordid underbelly of urban life as it is on 
Rome the sublime caput mundi. We are 
swept on by a flood of watery and intestinal 
metaphors: “The currents of history flowed 

towards that grim spring day like water to a 
plug hole”; “So the story of Eternal Rome’s 
fall was set in perpetual motion, to ripple 
down the stream of history in wave and 
counterwave.” In the 18th century, there 
was such interest in the great sewer, the 
Cloaca Maxima, that Grand Tourists went 
“trooping by the dozen to see the hole, like 
so many tiny proctologists peering solemnly 
into the gaping dark”.

An end-to end reading throws up many 
instructive continuities: sexually rapacious 
women who stripped off in public – from 
the ladies of the Borgia court to the aspiring 
starlet whose nudity at a high society party 
scandalised 1950s Rome; bodies hurled 
into the Tiber; syphilis; the red shoes worn 
by pontifical figures from Julius Caesar to 
latter-day popes; and visitors of all eras who 
have despaired of ever being able to get a 
handle on the city. Byron spoke of “mines 
of inexhaustible contemplation”. Goethe 
muttered enigmatically: “The more I see of 
this city, the more I feel myself getting into 
deep waters.”

Addis […] relishes the highs and lows of 
Rome’s past in his purplest passages while 
pricking the bubbles of other people’s poetic 
licence. He appreciates that the multi-
layered, “palimpsestic” quality of Rome 
is both a cliché and a profound truth. He 
encourages an approach to the city’s myths 
that is properly sceptical but still open-
mouthed. The famous Trevi fountain scene 
in La Dolce Vita loses none of its magic when 

we learn what lay beneath the icy surface: 
Anita Ekberg strode straight in with Nordic 
sang-froid, but Marcello Mastroianni was 
allowed to wear fisherman’s waders.

 For further information go to toia.co.uk or facebook.com/TOIA.co.uk

i    Mordan Hall, St Hugh’s College, 
St Margaret’s Road, Oxford, 7.30 p.m. 
drinks reception, 8.00 p.m. talk,  
on Wednesday 26th February.  
Entry: Members £2, non-members £5, 
students under 30 free of charge. 

Rome contains everyone and everyone’s business

http://www.toia.co.uk
https://www.facebook.com/TOIA.co.uk
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CODESTONES OF VENICE:  
SPEAKING TOGETHER RESPONDING 
TOGETHER RESOUNDING TOGETHER
A PERFORMANCE BY POET-ARTIST PAULA CLAIRE

I would endeavour to trace the lines of 
this image before it be forever lost, and to 
record, as far as I may, the warning which 
seems to me to be uttered by every one 
of the fast-gaining waves, that beat like 
passing bells, against the stones of Venice.  
John Ruskin, The Stones of Venice

Paula Claire - an Oxford-based Poet-
Artist, whose work spans the areas 
of sound, visual, concrete and 

performance poetry - had a long, creative 
relationship with the eminent poet and art 
critic in Rome, Mirella Bentivoglio (1922–
2017), who championed the recognition 
of international female exponents of 
sound and visual poetry with many group 
exhibitions in Italy, the most important 
Materializzazione del Linguaggio, Venice 
Biennale, 1978.  The Catalogue of this 
exhibition is the focus of the latest Tinted 
Window magazine in which research 
has discovered photos of Paula Claire’s 
performance from the Biennale Archive and 
these illustrate an interview with her about 
her part in the show. 

Here Claire pioneered performance in 
the environment, creating Codestones of 
Venice, her treated text of John Ruskin's 
Stones of Venice (1851), which she presented 
in English and Italian outside the Old Salt 
Store (Maggazzini del Sale) overlooking 
the Zattere in Venice in the sunset with the 
voices of fellow poets, students, Venetians 
and tourists. Since then, she has created 
site-specific performance pieces for fields, 
gardens, orchards; historic sites and major 
buildings, in particular exploring with 
many voices the acoustics of Exeter, Ely and 
Oxford cathedrals.

For TOIA’s first event of the Hilary Term, 
Paula Claire will reprise the interactive 
performance of the Codestones of Venice, 
the 25-minute treated text based on John 
Ruskin’s study of Venetian architecture 
combined with her improvisations to 
patterns in the marble, reflections and 
waters; and chants in English/Italian. 

The performance, which will invite her 
characteristic ‘responsive voices’ will be 
prefaced by a short, illustrated talk. After 
her Biennale performance, Paula Claire 
made Codestones of Venice into an A5 
concertina-fold structure published by Bob 
Cobbing (Writers Forum Press, London) 
and will re-publish the book in an A4 size 
when she gives the performance.

John Ruskin

The Stones of Venice 
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Paula Claire will also be launching 
her book fromWORDtoART – browsing 
the Paula Claire Archive – International 
PoetArtists at Rewley House, Wellington 
Square, Oxford, on Wednesday 18th 
March 7.30 pm. This Archive, unique in 
Britain, contains over 6,500 items from 
27 countries, amassed by exchanging 
her booklets with fellow practitioners 
worldwide. Attendees will have the 
opportunity examine a display of a wide 
range of innovative publications from it, 
including works of 19 Italian practitioners 
selected to be in her book from the 50 
registered in her Collection through the 
recommendation of Mirella Bentivoglio, 
the largest number of any nationality. This 
is because the Futurist movement initiated 
by Marinetti in 1909 to explore ‘parole in 
libertà’ linking word with art has remained 
vibrant in Italy. 

Echoing through time - from Ruskin’s 
period to our own - is the beating of the fast-
gaining waves against the stones of Venice; 
consider that more than 80% of the city 
was flooded in November 2019. TOIA will 
make a donation to the registered charity 
Venice in Peril, 2019 Acqua Alta Appeal 
from the proceeds of the performance.

Paula Claire began writing in 1961 
after graduating from University College 
London and was associated with the British 
Poetry Revival Movement in the 1970s 
and a member of Konkrete Canticle, a 
poetry collective founded by Bob Cobbing, 
which performed works for multiple voices 
and instruments. She has performed 

and exhibited her poetry internationally 
since 1969. Last June she celebrated the 
start of her 80th birthday year with a 
Performance at the British Library, filmed 
for their Archive. To discover more about 
Paula Claire, visit her historical website:  
www.paulaclaire.com; Wikipedia entry and 
audio recording for www.archiveofthenow.
org; an initiative of Queen Mary University 
of London. 

I SAY OPEN  WATER

Page for improvising voices from CODESTONES OF VENICE (Cat No 142) a large-
scale performance poem created for my presentation outdoors on the quay by the 
Old Salt Store at the Venice Biennale 1978, part of Materialazzione del Linguaggio
exhibition, curator Mirella Bentivoglio. I ‘treated’ pages of Ruskin’s Stones of Venice
(1851), a technique exemplified in Tom Phillips’ A Humument (1970).
Published by Writers Forum, London, 1978. Copyright  Paula Claire 1978

I SAY OPEN  WATER

Page for improvising voices from CODESTONES OF VENICE (Cat No 142) a large-
scale performance poem created for my presentation outdoors on the quay by the 
Old Salt Store at the Venice Biennale 1978, part of Materialazzione del Linguaggio
exhibition, curator Mirella Bentivoglio. I ‘treated’ pages of Ruskin’s Stones of Venice
(1851), a technique exemplified in Tom Phillips’ A Humument (1970).
Published by Writers Forum, London, 1978. Copyright  Paula Claire 1978

i    Mordan Hall, St Hugh’s College, 
St Margaret’s Road, Oxford, 7.30 p.m. 
drinks reception, 8.00 p.m. talk and 
performance, on Friday 31st January. 
Entry: Members £2, non-members 
£5, students under 30 free of charge. 
Additional donations are welcomed. 
Proceeds will go to Venice in Peril. 

Paula Claire (in kaftan, holding 
her score) having performed with 
‘responsive voices’  

http://www.toia.co.uk
https://www.facebook.com/TOIA.co.uk
www.paulaclaire.com
www.archiveofthenow.org
www.archiveofthenow.org
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ALTA MAREMMA, SOUTHERN TUSCANY

Renovated farmhouse for 8 people, with a large garden and swimming pool,  
on the outskirts of a small hillside village in the province of Grosseto. The village 
has good basic amenities - restaurants, bars, bakery, supermarket and other  
small shops - and is within reach of beautiful beaches and a freshwater lake, as 
well as cultural centres and major cities (Siena, Pisa, Rome). Available mid-July  
to late August, and various other times. 
Contact olivia.henley@spc.ox.ac.uk (tel. 07803 083572) for photos  
and further details. 

ELEGANT HOUSE AVAILABLE IN HIP  
AND CENTRAL JERICHO

PRIVATE LET January-March 2020.  
Quiet, elegant terraced house in hip 
central Jericho, close to University 
colleges and departments. Two double 
rooms (one en-suite), one single room/
study, two showers/wc, small garden;  
well-equipped kitchen; efficient gas central 
heating, gas fireplace. 5-10 minutes to 
transport hubs, shops, parks, cinema. WiFi. 
No parking. £2500pcm + utilities.  
Contact joellemann@gmail.com

mailto:olivia.henley%40spc.ox.ac.uk?subject=
mailto:joellemann%40gmail.com?subject=
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We are pleased to announce that Fiat Chrysler Automobiles and CNH Industrial have generously agreed 
to sponsor your new-look TOIA Magazine.

TOIA WEBSITE AND FACEBOOK PAGE

We’d like you to visit the TOIA website and 
Facebook page so that you can be informed 
of all TOIA events and those of other 
Italianist groups in Oxford and beyond.

Please do check the links below to  
keep informed and to be part of the  
growing community. 

Our Facebook page includes updates on 
the recent Padua/Oxford twinning:
www.facebook.com/TOIA.co.uk/
https://www.toia.co.uk

To find out more about TOIA and who we 
are, to join the Association, or indeed to gift 
membership to a friend, visit the sites 
above or email: toiasecretary@outlook.com

www.fcagroup.com www.cnhindustrial.com

  

TOIA Events: at a glance

31 January    Paula Claire, poet and performance artist, The Codestones of Venice (based on John Ruskin’s  
 The Stones of Venice), St Hugh’s College, St Margaret’s Road, Oxford, 7.30 p.m.

13 February      Professor John Foot, academic and author, on The Archipelago: Italy since 1945, St Hugh’s College,  
 St Margaret’s Road, Oxford, 7.30 p.m.

26 February    Ferdie Addis, journalist and author, on Rome: Eternal City, St Hugh’s College, St Margaret’s Road,   
 Oxford, 7.30 p.m.

2 March     In conversation: His Excellency Raffaele Trombetta, the Ambassador of Italy to the UK; The Rt Hon  
 the Lord Patten of Barnes, Chancellor, University of Oxford; Sir Ivor Roberts,  St Hugh’s College,  
 St Margaret’s Road, Oxford, 7.00 p.m.

TOIA is an Oxford-based cultural association for those 
interested in any aspect of Italy and its culture in the 
broadest sense: language, art, travel, politics, literature, 
food and wine, or other. No knowledge of Italian is 
required to enjoy its diverse programme of events. The 
annual subscription is £15 renewable each November  
(£23 for couples, £6 for students under 30, and £6 for 
members living more than 40 miles from Oxford). Further 
information, with an application form, is available from the 
Membership Secretary or downloadable from our website: 
toia.co.uk. The TOIA Magazine is sent to members three 
times a year.

https://www.facebook.com/TOIA.co.uk/
https://www.toia.co.uk/
mailto:toiasecretary%40outlook.com?subject=
https://www.facebook.com/TOIA.co.uk/
www.cnhindustrial.com
www.toia.co.uk

